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SOME NOTES ON THE E3’FECTS OF J3’T-EXIT DESIGN

OTT STATIC LONGITUDIITliL STABILITY

By Clarence L. G~llis azxl Josep~”Weil

SUNMARY

A number of types of jet-exit”designs have .heen tested,
some in stili air and some in moving air. The results,
which have at least a qualitative g~nerality, are ‘presented
herein. “If’the jet exit is inrproperly designed, the jet
may suffer a deflection on leaving the nozzle. This may
result in an.unpredictable and erratic variation of
stability and trim with speed.

It Is shown ‘thatno CIetila”tXono~”’the,jsz centtir”k~”fi~
from its expected path is likely .tobe obtained if a jet
exit is used that is normal to the flows With a beveled
exit appreciable deflections of the jet are possible when
the Mach nurker at the jet exit attains or exceeds unity.
At lowei Macbl,numbers only a.very small deviation’ of’the:;
jet is likely unless the internal fairing,is unsymmetr~ca!
%t the jet er~i.km. .... . ... .,

A fuselage or nacelle which projects” over .a dis-.
char~.ing jet will probably not “causethe jet to be deflecti
unless the natural expansion o.fthe jet is restricted by
the body. If the f’airingbetween thewing and a jet or
rocket unit suspended urider~leathis too blunt, 1

the jet may be,drawn toward the wing.
.,

When the structtie around the free jet.behind the
nozzle is not symmetrical with respect to the jet axis,
the jet nay adhere to the qear,est surface cau.sin~a large
and unpredictable effect on stability. “’
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INTRODUCTION

The difficulties encountered in estimating the effects
of power on the static longitudinal stability charac-
teristics of the conventional propeller-driven aircraft
have long been apparent. The recent advent of jet-
propelled and rocket airplanes apparently served as a boon
to the designer in that the power effect on stability was
at first glance much more amenable to analysis. The
methods for calculating the effects or jet o~eration on
stability developed in references 1 and 2 have generally
been shown to Sive good agreement with the results of
wind-tunnel tests of several models for which the jet
was simulated. The various effects, both direct and
indirect, are discussed in reference 2 and fcrmulas are
derived for a quantitative evaluation in most instances.

An important part of thein.direct effect of jet
operation, the change in downwash at the “tail, as well as
the direct thrust moment are dependeat upon the direction
of the jet upon discharging from the exit. The ~eometric
factors .whtch may influence the position of the external
jet are the exit shape and the geometry of any fuselage,
nacelle, or fairing which is in proximity to the path of
theexternal jet. The jet position may also be affected
by internal asymmetry when the jet discharges within a
body (as for a nozzle which does not extend to ,therearmost
portion of a fusela~e). Th;s paper presents the results
of jet tests imade in some cases in a wind tunnel
(force measurements ) and in other .cases discharging into
still air (total-head surveys) which show at least
qualitatively the effects of the aforementioned geoinetric
variables on jet deflection. In addition, because of its
pertiriencyto the problem at hand and because of its
otherwise limited circulation, some German data
(reference 3) which show the effect of external fairing
on jet spreading have been reproduced b.erein. It should
be emphasized that the.present report presents a
compilation of t!cleresults of several investigations
where most of the rlodifications were tested in connection
with stability difficulties obtained on specific models.
This report is therefore not “an account of a complete
or systematic “investigation.



AND SYMBOLS

The coefficients and symbols used are detined as
follows:

lift coeffictent (Lift/qS )CL ., . . ~

c~ longitudinal-force coefficient (X/qs )

cm pit,ching-mornentcoefficient about center-of-gravity
location shown in figure 1 (M/qsc ‘)

Tc t effective thrust coefficient based on wing area
(Teff/qS ) ,.

fi angle of tilt of nozzle, degi’eds,phsitive 130wnward,
measured with respect to fusela,qecanter line

Lift -Z

: }
forces along axes”,pounds

M Mach number; also moment about Y axis,,.pound-feet,.

Me Mach number at jet exit

Ms Mach number at survey plane , ,-.,..:,\. ..

‘eff jet ef:!?ectivethrust, pounds .,

H total head, pounds pw square foot . .’, , , ,

q
9

free-stream ynamic pres.sure,.pounds per square ~~ ,“~
foot (Pv /2) . .’.’

s wing area (10.4.sq ft on mo?iel”) ~

Ct “wingmean aeroflynamic chord (M.A.C.) (1..48ft on’rnodel)

v f;ee~stream velocity, feet per second

Vj jet velocity at nozzle, feet ‘per second

F’ mass density of air”,slugs per cubic feet

a angle of attack of fuselage center line, degrees
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h

2

D

d

,,-.._

. . ,.

distance between the center of’gravity and the
fuselage center line (0.0183 ft on model);
posi~i~e when center of gravity is above
fuselage center line .’

distance from the center of’gravity to the point
about which the thrust line pivoted (approx. .4.0ft
on model); .pm.itive rearward. .,,. .,,. ....’.

jet=~~.it,:diqrne:tp.r.,..,j,, ~...... ,. ,.,. ,:,. ,..,.. .. . -..
:“,:.,’ “!. ,,. ..-,.:

distance from j~t ‘exit”to su~ve~’”plani”
,:,,.,.,

., ,,, ,.,,,, ., ..

APPARATUS AND 318THOD
,,. ,,

Descri.pt~on of }Jodelq and Apparatus
. .

— -..,.— . . . ..4 .G

.- . . . . ..-. ..
.... .

Still air.- A circular nozzle with an exit shape
normal to tkle flow (herealter refer?’ed to as the normal ., .,~
exit), a nozzle with a beveled exit, and a nozzle with an
asymmetric internal shape were tested with a high-speed
cold jet e.x.haustin~i~to,,.st$ll.atro., [Set?f’~g,Z*) .In
addition, a streamlined body was placed over the normal
jet exit to approximate roughly the fuselag~ of an ,q$~- .
plane snd tests were made with and wilhout a fairing of
modeling clay, (See fig. 3.) The Oonvention&l rake ’of’.’ ‘:
low-speed total- and static-pressure orifices was used for
all pressu:e surveys made. It should therefore be noted”; “ “’
that for the hipsest jet speeds the pressure readings and
hence also the computed Mach”:numbersmaybe slightly.in. ~~
error ~ The air supply was obtained by running a line to
a reservoir of compressed”air.. A schematic s,ketchof the
test setup is shown in figure 4.. Because the’cold jet of’
these tests would not reproduce conditions on ~ airplane,
the results were considered tohave only qtiaUt&tive ~~ ~
application, Si;aticpressures at the nozzle exit aridtotal
head’ in the pipe were ‘measured; “’(S6e.fig~ ~s)< The Mach ~ ~
numbers at the jet exit were computed from tkese data~ i,. --::, ---. -.—-...... .,,.

G6ttingen.- The German data, a portion’ of whichis
reproduced herein, were o.btaine.din the G&tt-@&n: L?o+2 ,
wind tunnel. A sketch showing some

.
of”th~ “details of the

A circulermodel and fairin~ ,is given .infi.gy.re5.
fuselage with a slight taper was used. The nozzle was
also circular with a large conical plug in.th.ecenter~, ,,a
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This arrangement was tested with the fuselage’placed so
that.a dista.nc~ equal to the”nozzle exit diameter separated
the lower surface of the nazzle exit and the tunnel floor,
Two fairings that ended under the nozzle exit were used
between the fuselage and the tunnel floor. ‘ @ne of tLe
fairin~s (fair’ingA) terminated in a bluff shapewith a
width equal to the jet-exit,diameter; the other (fairing B)
had a more streamlined appearailce tapering to a knife
edge at the exit.

Langley
the e~fects o~-—b-ot ‘wnel”- Tests ‘odetermi”evaria~iGn in nozzle geometry for a specific
wing-i’u.selagecombination were ~~~ad.e.Thrust was obtaine-~
through We use of a two.sta~e axial-flow blower wbiichwas
driven by two 27-horsepower electric -motors, The speed
was determined with an electric tachometer. A drawing of.
the model setup used ~’orthese tests is s~nownin figure 6.
The original nozzle, which was supplied with the rlodel,
was unsymmetrical and diverging as shown j.nf’igure 70
A modified nozzle (fig. 8) had an exit which was normal
to the jet. Both of these nozzles were set parallel to
the fuselage center line at station A (fig. 1). In
addition, data were obtained with tilted extensions to
the modified exit {)+0)or with t]ieentire tail-pipe
assembly tilted 4.0from the fuselage break line indicated
in fi~ure 9. In some of the tests where the entire
assembly was tilted the extension to the nozzle remained
attached (set at 0° relative to the tail pipe) while
in others it was removed.

Meth~ds

<till air.- Total-’””and static-pressure surveys were
made at distances of 8 and 12 nozzle.diameters behind the
nozzle exit, The jet velocity was varied by throttling
a line running to the reservoir of compressed air.
approximate Mach number at the jet exit varied from ~~~5
to supersonic and tjhatnear the jet center line in the
survey plane varied rroxl0537 to 0.96s,.~....: ... ... :-.......

G6ttingen.- Total- “-”and static-prestititi~surveys were
made .at a number of axial distances ?Oehind the jet exit.
The tests were made in still air and at two tunnel speeds.
The tunnel velocity for.the data reproduced herein
corresponded to a Mach number of about 0.10 and the
velocity of’the jet at the exit corresponded to a Mach
number of about 0.20.



Langley 7. by10-foot tunnel~- The tests were made
at tunnel speeds corresponding to l’iachnufi’ioersof about
0.053 to 0.b79 with the-jet velocity at the exit ranging
Up to a Nach number of about O*5. All tests were made
by measuring the longitud!.nal force and pitching moment
for a range of blower speeds with the model at 0° angle
of attack. Thrust coefficients were determined from
the relation

Tcr =C

‘blower on - Cxblower off

where CxbloTfJeron is the longitudinal-force coefficient&

the model with the blower operating and
‘Xblower off

is the longitudinal-force coefficient of the model with
a fairin~ placed over the duct inlet to prevent air flow
through the duct. For a given blower speed this
definition of thrust coefficient is believed to result
in a slightly higher evaluation due to an excessive
blower-off drag. A more accurate value of blower-off
drag would have been obtained if a streamlined fairing
were placed over the tail cone or if it had been possible
to obtain a jet-exit velocity equal to that of the free
stream.

RESULTS A:;DDISCUS51ON

The results of the total-head surveys made in still
air which show the respective effects of normal, beveled,
and unsymmetrical exit shapes on jet deflection are
presented in figure 10. The unsymmetrical nozzle
configuration (fi~. 2(c)) was chosen to approximate the
ori~in.al installation tested on the wind-tunnel model
(fig. 7). Preliminary tests on the wind-tunnel model
had indicated an erratic variation of Cm with Tc’
with this nozzle which was completely rectified w’hen a
modified nozzle (normal exit shape, figs 8) was used.

The results of total-head surveys made in still air
to show the effect of the fuselage projecting over a
normal exit are given in figure 110 The German data
(velocity profiles behind : jet obtained from wind-
tunnel tests) illustrate the effects of variation in
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faiz?ing :miiediatelyf~rward.,of the jet on the behavior
of the jet in close .pn~xirnity..to.a t!!Q~@@9Q~f9n.a+ ,.“7.
surface, (See fi~. 12. ) ,,. ‘. ‘“,’,,, .’~ ,,

,. ,,
kh;’e.ffects :of.iqternal asymmetry on jet deflection ‘“

are ‘shown ‘iiif’igures 13 and ~. This’asymmetry was j,‘,
brotight about while attempting to improve the longi-
tudinal stability characteristics of a proposed jet-
propelled “f@ter.”. (The wing-fuselage combination i.s
shown in”fig. “6:.) lt was utiderstood that on the”ftill-
scale airplariethe jet would’be tilted by tilting the ‘
jet nozz’le’inside the .ttiilpipe,-lee,vin~the ,I~ositi.ol~”
of the ,taj.1pipe’u.hchanged. (jnthe model’this ifas
repres.ent’edby tilting extensions to the nozzle .4.0
(fig. 9). The i.ntetinalasymmetry near the exit was
eliminated for tests where t’hejet was tilted by rotat”ing
the entire tail pipe assembly behind the preak line .4°
abO’Je ~iVOt B-

Effect of Exit Shape
-...

FOY?‘the normal exit the jet center line remained un-
altered upon leaving the nozzle. (See fig. 10(a).) ‘

With the beveled” exit no deflection is shown until
supersonic velocities are obtained at the exit. Then
deflections of the,orcler of 1° or 5° (See f’i~.
Io(b}) The absence of any qpreciabl~c~;”~ .ei’lectionsWith,
a beveled exit at subsbnic speeds has also been ,shom from
the results of another invvstigatiion(unpublished). In
addition the ph~nommon of jet cl-flecti.on has been observed
in tests in,which.air or steam was fiischargedat ,supersonic
velocities from diverging an+ p+rallel wal-lpipes with
beveled exits. The restilts of these tpsts, together with
a discussion of scme ‘of the theoretical aspects ‘ofthe
problem, may be found’in ref~rence 4.-(pp. 118-156). .It
is shown that the amo~t of jet ~eflection is critically
r!lependentupon the’relation of th@ back pressure, to the
pressure in the nozzle. The deflection is.~~pendent to a
much lesser degre”eon the fric’tion’alforce in the beveled
portion of the nozzle.... .... ... . ,,.,. ,. .,,.. ..,

On all pr8sent turboj~t airplanes the “jetvelocities
are entirely subsonic. The temperature gradients of an
actual airplane jet were not reproduced in the present .tests$
however, or in ths unpublished tests referred to’Earli.er.
It is therefore not sntitr~ly safe .to conclude frcwlthe
negative results of ,thes~tests ‘forsubsonic exit velocity
that an actual jet airplane will not show harmful effects
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from beveling the jet
the present tests for

exit. Also, the positive results of
supersonic “velocityare directly

appl~cable to rocket-powered airplanes. Beveling’the
rocket nozzle would be expected to introduce considerable
jet deflection and variation of deflection with flight
c’ondition~

For the unsymmetrical nozzle it may be noted that at
the lowest speed tested, It%= O.~0 (fig, 10(c))$ a large
upward deflection was obtained. This deflection was
probably caused by the flow separating from the lower
surface of the nozzle but following the contour of’the
upper surface. For the higher jet velocities the magnitude
of this trend appears to be much reduced (compare figs. 10(b)
and 1O(C)) anclit is a matter Of conjecture whether the
separation is a Reynolds number or a Mach number effects
l+; Unsymmetrical fiozzleis clearly
design of jet airplanes-

Effect of External Body

NO mot%c?e.able .leo di.s&~M=m~t

to be avoided in the

or Fairing

is iniiicat~d. f’or the
limit~d jet-fuselage oomb~nations of the present investi-
gation either with or without the modeling clay fairing,
(See.fig. 11.) This substantially agrees with the results
of another very limited investigation (unpublisheddata)
in which the jet also discharged under a fuselage. British
data (reference 5) seem to indicate that the jet path will
not be materially affected by being in proximity to a body
if the body does not lie in the natural path of spreading
of the jet (the angle of spreading may be obtained by using

methods given in references 1 and 2)1. When the body does
lie in the path of the jet, the jet may be deflected
through large angles- IIMisis known as the Coanda effect
and is discussed in some detail in reference 5.

lFigure 3 shows that the fuselage tested in still
air would be in the path of the jet for a spreading
angle of more than 10°. Calculations based on the test
data (fig. 10) indicated an actual spreading angle
of 8° or 9° as compared to a computed value of about 13°
(reference 2), The difference is probably caused by
the difference in the shape of the velocity profile~
The edge of a jet is ill-defined in any case and the
important consideration is that the fuselage lie outside
the region of appreciable jet velocityo An estimate of
this region can be obtained from reference 2*
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I It is apparentfrom the German data (fig, 12). that
the jet was not drawn toward the tunnel wall when the

L. streamlined.fair..i.n$~.(:fa-i-ringB).was.used. ..I.n-factthe~ . ‘“’”
jet seems to be tilted slightly away from the wall.

~ However, when the bluff falring (fairing A) was tested
\.. the jet ,wasdrawn toward the tunnel wall, probably
! because the entrainment of air into the jet wqs restrained
!- somewhat by”the fairingc A problem of this type mtghtt be encountered in designing a f~iring ~or a jet or

rocket unit located ,wder a wing. The data of figure 12
is representative of a unit looated at about a mid-chord
position,

Effect of Internal Asymmetry

Ibcan be shown theoretically tha~,$for small jet
deflections (COS @ *’1), the value of (~Cm@Tc !)1
may be obtained from ...

where the symbols
also fig. 1s) ‘

Computations

1 .-

[}

Vj
.2 ~

have been previously defined. (See

with the above eauation were made usin~
the theo~etioaI var~.ationof V.j/V”with To? for a coi~
jet having a density equal to that of the free stream.
The effect of turning the inlet air is not included in
the equation, Inasmuch as all test data presented were
obtained at a = 0° and near zero lift (negligible wing

‘The increment to the stability of the complete
model o;;t:ibuted by the direct thrust force, A(?)Cr#CL), is
acm c

For this.,modela chqnge.in .aC@.Tc~.
ay x c“
of’’O,OzT-#asequivalent to a l-percent
neutral-point location on the airplane
power condition.

M.A.C. s~ift in
for the full-
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upwash at the.inlet) theequation should be valid for
comparison. The results of calculations for a jet”
tleflecti.on,9 = .4°, me shc~wnin figure 14.

A comparison”of thq theoretical .~CK/~Tc~ and

experimental values with the shorter ,tilt.sdnozzle
extension {fig. 11+,q = 4..09lb/sq ft ) shows the experi-
mmtal “values to b6 considerably more negative. it is
believed that inclination of’the jet bj~means of a nozzle
extension that does not extend. to the end of the tail
pipe causes the jet to ‘be drawn tov~ard.the wall of the
tail pipe nearest the nozzle exit. Thus in this instance
the jet is actually inclined a l~rger amount than the
geometry of the system would indicate. ,Th.=reis also a
break in the curve of Cm “against Tc ! in the higher
thrust range. (See fig. 15. ) Chsck tests indicated the
likelihood of two,alternative flow re~imes in this region.

When the entire tail-pipe assmnbly behind the fusela e
Pbreak line (including the shorter extension) was tilted +0

the values of bCm@T ~ agreed reasonably well with the
theoretical, indicati~g that the jet was being inclined
as desired. With the extension qemoved, however, the
data appeared more erratic ‘andwere farther from the
theoretical over part of thq thrust range. (See fig. 14. )
The tests with the nozz”le”’extension lengthened until it
coincided with the eriilof the tail pipe were intended
to provide a furth~r check on th~ effect of nozzle length
on jet inclination. Th~,te:t. points are somewhat
scattered (fig. 13) possibly because of a failure to
obtqin a smooth juncture betweei~ the short extension and
the lengthened extension. The data do indicate, however,
that the variation of C with T ‘! with the lengthened
extension was consifierab~y cloier %0 the results obtained
with the other means of jet tilt than with the’shorter
nozzle extension tilted..

,,

@placability

Throughout most. of thj-spaper” the effects of various
jet-exit designs on the static longituilin~l stability
and trim characteristics have been stressed. ltis

possible, however, that some of these difficulties could
also be obtained on the static directional stability and
trim characterii.tics,. ,
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Limitations.- Because o.fproblems posed by limitations
in testing techniques,- actual conditions obtained on an
airplane“couldnot be reproduced, Although”a cold jet
was used throughout ,theresults of tests with supersonic
,jetvelocities,reported ‘In,reference,4show:the same effects
of a beveled exit-.:onjet deflection when a hot jet is used.
On some jet airplanes a ring of cooling air surrounds the
internal hot jet. The influence,ofthis arrangeinenton
the results presented in this paper 3,sxmt.lmow.n, The
deflections obtained from the still air tests are probably
somewhat larger (for a constant jet”velocity) than would
have been indicated if the data had been obtained in
rnovirigair.

COI?CLUDING REMARKS,.
.’,

It is showq that no deviation of the jet center line
from its expected path is likely to be obtained if a jet
exit is used that is normal to the flow, With a beveled
exit appreciable deflections of the jet are possible when
the Mach number at the jet exit attains or exceeds unity,
At lGwer Mach numbers only a very small deviation of the
jet is likely unless the internal fairing is unsymmetrical
at the jet exits

A fuselage or nacelle which projects over a discharging
jet will probably not cause the jet to be deflected unless
the natural snreadi.nxof the .Ietis restricted by the body.
If the fairin~ betwe~n the wifig and a jet
suspended underneath is too blunt the jet
toward the wing.

If the structure around the free jet
nozzle 3S not symmetrical with respect to
the jet may adhere to the nearest surface
and unpredtotable effect on stability.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory

or rocket unit “
may be drawn

behind the
the jet axis,
causing a large

National Advisory committee for Ae~onautics
Langley l?ield$Va,
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Figure Ii!.- Concluded NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FORAERCWAUTICS
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